WELCOME TO MAKRBOX

...

Congratulations!
You've been gifted a MakrBox
subscription to discover Pacific
Northwest artisan goods.

Vancouver, BC

Every month you will receive a
curated box of handcrafted maker
goods from across the Pacific
Northwest!
Your box will arrive by mail each
CANAD
month.
Enjoy! U N I T
E
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Find out more at

Each MakrBox is full of...
Discovery

As the dawn light begins to subtly
bare the morning fog across the
Pacific Northwest the story unfolds.
Bundled in warm clothing, talented
Makers and Artisans set out to local
markets to setup shop. The sky is still
mostly dark as they sip steaming
coffee and begin arranging their
handcrafted artisan goods. By the
time the sun burns off the morning
haze a bustling crowd ofPortland,
shoppersOR
has
arrived in search of fresh fruits,
organic vegetables and unique goods
you can't find anywhere else.

“It’s here, in this
moment that we find
some of the most
incredible products
built by the hands of
amazing people.”
We want you to discover them too and
you love them as much as we do.

Stories

MakrBox

Seattle, WA

Beyond the rocky coast lines, the
lush foliage and the beautiful
mountains, the Pacific Northwest
boasts some of the most fascinating
people.

“Individuals who aren't
afraid to imagine, to
innovate and to forge
sustainable businesses
founded on quality
handcrafted products.”

MakrBox.com

Community

So much bigger than the box
you receive is the community
you have chosen to support.
Every item in your box is
directly purchased from the
person who hand crafts it.

“Your support
allows makers
across the Pacific
Northwest to
continue to craft,
to create and to
imagine.”

They make artisan goods in their
basements, in their garages, in their
shops and on their farms. They are
MakrBox is a way for you to
not taking lessons from mass
support a local economy,
produced factory stuff but instead
inspire craft, and encourage
they are using their hands to create
products that capture our minds and
uniqueness.
lead us to realizations about superior
alternatives. Behind every maker
Find us online.
good there is a vision, a story and
inspiration for you to know and
@makrbox
share.
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